The Heart-sign of Bilateral Medial Medullary Infarction
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Abstract

The Bilateral Medial Medullary Infarction presents with progressive tetraparesis, bilateral profound sensory loss, dysphagia and dysarthria, progressing to respiratory failure, which can be misdiagnosed with Guillain-Barré syndrome. The main cause its vertebral artery atherosclerosis and thrombosis affecting the anteromedial (supplied by branches of vertebral artery and anterior spinal artery) and anterolateral (fed by short and long transverse branches of vertebral artery) territories of medulla bilaterally. The diagnosis is facilitated by Diffusion Weighted Image and ADC-map on MRI, which shows a V-shape infarction, or, as known, the "heart sign" (Figure 1 and Figure 2), which is typical of this disease. The outcome is poor, with high mortality.
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Introduction

Bilateral Medial Medullary Infarction (BMMI) is a rare entity. Even during the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) era early diagnostic remains a challenge, because the clinical presentation can mimic others pathologies such as Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS). Therefore a high suspicion is needed to close such diagnose. We present a case of a male patient with bilateral medial medullary infarction that was initially suspected of GBS.

Case Report

A male patient, 82-year-old, presenting with acute paraparesis rapidly evolved to tetraparesis, respiratory failure and coma. His deep tendon reflexes were initially normal, also with flexor plantar reflex. Cranial nerve examination revealed absence of oculocephalic reflex. Past medical history includes hypertension.

Brain CT was normal, being preceded to therapeutic plasmapheresis, without neurological improvement. After few days he presented with enhanced deep tendon reflexes and Babinski signal becomes present. Then, we proceed to a brain MRI, which shows medullary infarction on both sides of midline, heart-shaped, configuring Bilateral Medial Medullary Infarction (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Cerebral MR angiography reveals no abnormality on posterior circulation arteries. Patient died in consequence of pneumonia.

Discussion

Bilateral Medial Medullary Infarction is a rare and severe stroke, accounting for less than 1% of vertebrobasilar strokes [1,2]. Diagnoses can be delayed due to the heterogeneity of clinical presentation that includes tetraplegia, dysphagia, sensory loss, tongue weakness and stridor [3, 4]. A higher suspicion is needed, because the condition can be misdiagnosed as GBS, the most common cause of ascending acute flaccid paralysis [5], especially in a case as the described by us.
Occlusion of the Vertebrobasilar system or anterior spinal artery or also their intrinsic penetrating branches seems to be the underlying vascular pathology [3,5]. Prior to the era of MRI, bilateral medial medullary infarction (BMMI) was an obscure pathology [5,6]. The characteristic brain MRI finding of “heart appearance” at Diffusion Weighted Imaging (DWI) has been described and is believed to appear when lateral and posterior territory of the medulla oblongata’s blood supply are involved [2,4,7]. DWI-MRI is the current gold standard in the diagnosis of acute ischemic stroke and can detect ischemic changes within minutes of the onset of symptoms, showing up hyper-intense signal areas on DWI with corresponding hypo-intense areas on Diffusion Co-efficient (ADC) map1.

The outcomes are poor, with a severe mortality and morbidity, in a systematic review including 38 patients with BMMI proven by MRI, one fifth of patients died and two third of survivors remained dependent [3]. Therefore, differential diagnosis with GBS is essential, considering the management that should be given for these different pathologies [8]. A key-point to differentiate both syndromes is the evolution of the clinical presentation, whereas GBS have and sub-acute evolution while BMMI has a more acute presentation [3,5,8].

Conclusion

Therefore when facing patients with rapid GBS-like syndrome, we must remember BMMI, a rare stroke subtype, with a typical MRI finding, but that requires a high degree of suspicion, both as neurologist and as radiologist. Because the approaches of those two pathologies are completely different, early diagnosis is critical.
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